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Editor’s note
The semi-annual Privacy Jurisprudence Review is intended to help busy in-house  
counsel, Chief Privacy Officers and compliance professionals navigate recent Canadian 
court decisions, gain a broad understanding of how privacy law is evolving in Canada 
and prepare for what lies ahead for their organization.

Comprising case summaries accompanied by expert commentary, the Privacy 
Jurisprudence Review will help readers identify and understand emerging trends  
while also gaining insight into the potential practical implications of those trends  
for their organizations within a broader policy context of evolving privacy law. 

Recognizing how difficult it can be at times to keep up with developments, the  
Privacy Jurisprudence Review is intended to serve as a readily-accessible, efficient  
and practical resource to help readers stay in the know, while saving time.

Special thanks to all the Osler associates involved in authoring these case summaries  
for their valuable contribution. 
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Privacy class actions: 
Data breaches
In a trilogy of privacy class action certification appeals, the Ontario Court of Appeal 
(ONCA) refused to certify three class actions based on the tort of intrusion upon 
seclusion first recognized in Jones v. Tsige. In June 2022, the Court heard the three 
appeals consecutively, and released its decisions together in November 2022. The Court 
held that defendants who collect and store personal information of individuals (the 
Database Defendants) cannot be held liable under the intentional tort of intrusion upon 
seclusion in the context of a data breach by a third-party hacker.

In each of these cases, the plaintiffs sought to certify class proceedings against 
Database Defendants who had experienced a data breach where threat actors hacked 
the defendants’ computer networks and compromised their data, including the personal 
information of proposed class members. In addition to claims of negligence and breach 
of contract, the plaintiffs alleged the Database Defendants were also liable for intruding 
on the plaintiffs’ privacy. 

On the claims pleaded, the ONCA found the Database Defendants did not do anything 
that could constitute an act of intrusion or invasion into the privacy of the plaintiffs. 
The alleged intrusions were committed by unknown third-party hackers, acting 
independently from, and to the detriment of, the interests of the Database Defendants. 
None of the facts pleaded could, in law, provide a basis upon which the actions of the 
hackers could be attributed to the Database Defendants. Further, none of the material 
facts pleaded indicated that the Database Defendants acted in consort with, or were 
vicariously liable for, the hackers’ conduct.
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Owsianik v. Equifax Canada Co., 2022 ONCA 813
Read the case details 
 
Facts
Owsianik was the first of the three cases to be heard by the lower courts. The 
representative plaintiff pleaded that Equifax’s “reckless” data management practices 
constituted an intrusion that would be highly offensive to a reasonable person. A data 
breach by hackers provided unauthorized access to the personal information stored by 
Equifax, including individuals’ social insurance numbers, names, dates of birth, addresses, 
driver’s licence numbers, credit card numbers, email addresses and passwords. 

Decision

At first instance, the court certified the claim for intrusion upon seclusion finding that 
it was not plain and obvious that the tort could not succeed at trial. That decision was 
reversed, however, by a majority of the Divisional Court who found that there was  
no possibility of establishing the tort where the Database Defendants were not alleged  
to have committed the wrongful intrusion themselves.

Key Takeaway

In dismissing the appeal, the ONCA reviewed the three elements of the tort  
of intrusion upon seclusion: (1) conduct; (2) state of mind; and (3) consequence.  
The ONCA held that the plaintiffs’ claim failed at the “conduct” stage of the analysis. 
The ONCA found that the defendants had not committed any conduct that amounted 
to an invasion of or intrusion on the plaintiffs’ privacy. The defendants’ wrongdoing, 
if any, rested in their failure to prevent hackers from carrying out an invasion  
of privacy. The Court reasoned that liability would properly be pursued under the  
tort of negligence, or under a breach of contract or other statutory duty. Since neither 
Equifax nor anyone acting on Equifax’s behalf, or in consort with them, unlawfully 
accessed any information, to impose liability on Equifax for the tortious conduct  
of the unknown hackers would create a new and potentially very broad basis for  
a finding of liability for intentional torts. 

In recent years, claimants have attempted to expand the application of the intentional tort 
of intrusion upon seclusion to cybersecurity and have sought to have class actions certified 
on that basis. This privacy trilogy from the ONCA is a clarification of the scope of the 
tort and makes clear that liability can only attach to a party who is an active participant 
in the wrongful access of private information of another. While the Court of Appeal has 
effectively narrowed the scope for future privacy class actions against database defendants, 
reckless protection of information or wilful blindness to inadequate cybersecurity 
measures could impose liability onto corporations for other torts, such as negligence.

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2022/2022onca813/2022onca813.html?autocompleteStr=2022%20ONCA%20813&autocompletePos=1
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Obodo v. Trans Union of Canada, Inc.,  
2022 ONCA 814
Read the case details 
 
Facts

Like Equifax, Trans Union accumulated and stored its customers’ personal information 
in its database for purposes of providing credit-related services. As in Owsianik, the 
database was breached by unknown third-party hackers. At first instance, the motion 
judge certified the proposed class proceeding in relation to the claims in negligence, as 
well as certain statutory claims, but declined certification of the intrusion upon seclusion 
claims on the basis of the Divisional Court’s reasoning in Owsianik.

Decision

The plaintiff appealed directly to the Court of Appeal in relation to this latter aspect of 
the ruling. The ONCA ultimately upheld the dismissal of the proposed certification of 
the intrusion upon seclusion claims on the basis that the tort had “nothing to do” with 
a Database Defendant (with cross-reference to the reasons delivered in the Owsianik 
appeal). In the Obodo reasons, the ONCA also addressed the plaintiff’s additional 
arguments in relation to vicarious liability, concluding that Trans Union was not 
vicariously liable for the hackers’ conduct because such liability rests primarily on  
policy considerations which are, in turn, predicated on the existence of an employer-
employee relationship and a connection in some sense between that relationship and  
the employee’s tortious misconduct.

Key Takeaway

This relationship is a precondition to the imposition of vicarious liability  
and without it, the claim fails. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2022/2022onca814/2022onca814.html?autocompleteStr=2022%20ONCA%20814&autocompletePos=1
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Winder v. Marriott International, Inc.,  
2022 ONCA 815
Read the case details 
 
Facts
In Winder, third-party hackers accessed Marriot’s reservation database which contained 
customers’ personal information, such as passport numbers and payment information. 
Unlike the claims in Owsianik and Obodo, this claim alleged that Marriott invaded 
its customers’ privacy when it collected and stored their personal information in a 
manner that (i) did not reflect the representations Marriott had made to them and (ii) 
did not meet Marriott’s legal obligations in respect of maintaining the security of the 
information. The claimants alleged that these legal obligations included contractual and 
statutory obligations, as well as obligations imposed by industry standards and practices. 
The claimants attempted to argue that obtaining the customers’ personal information 
deceptively by false premises made it a “reckless” intruder, regardless of whether any third 
party ever actually gained access to the customers’ information stored in the database.

Decision

The ONCA found that there was no allegation that Marriott accumulated, stored or 
used the personal information provided by its customers for any purpose other than 
the purposes reasonably contemplated by the customers. Marriott’s misconduct was not 
that it breached its customers’ privacy rights, but that it failed to safeguard those privacy 
rights from intrusion by others. The only interference with the customers’ ability to 
control access to and use of their personal information occurred when unknown third-
party hackers breached Marriott’s database. Until the hackers acted, there was no breach  
of the customers’ privacy rights and no intrusion.

Key Takeaway

The plaintiffs in all three of these cases sought leave to appeal to the Supreme Court  
of Canada. Those applications were dismissed in July 2023. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2022/2022onca815/2022onca815.html?autocompleteStr=2022%20ONCA%20815&autocompletePos=1
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Danny Lamoureux c. Organisme canadien 
de réglementation du commerce des valeurs 
mobilières (OCRCVM), 2023 CanLII 24495 (CSC)
Read the case details 
 
Facts
The appellant’s class action was based on the loss of a laptop computer mistakenly  
left on a train by an IIROC inspector. The computer was never found. The information  
on the computer was password protected, but, despite internal policies put in place by the 
respondent to ensure greater protection, it was not encrypted. The computer contained 
the personal information of thousands of Canadian investors. The members composing 
the class alleged that the respondent’s lack of security measures in place to protect their 
personal information caused a violation of their right to privacy, protected under article  
5 of the Québec Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms.  

Decision

The Supreme Court of Canada dismissed the application for leave to appeal from  
a judgment of the Court of Appeal of Québec  which in turn dismissed an appeal from 
a Superior Court judgment. The lower court dismissed the class action after a full trial 
on the merits. No reasons were given for the Supreme Court’s dismissal of the leave 
application. However, the Superior Court and Court of Appeal decisions were upheld.

The lower Courts had held that the fear and inconvenience experienced by members  
as a result of the loss of their personal information did not constitute compensable harm. 
Rather, they are akin to the normal inconveniences that any person living in society 
encounters and should be required to accept. The evidence did not support a finding that 
the computer or the class members’ information was in the hands of a malicious person, 
nor was there a convincing link between the loss of the computer and the illicit uses 
alleged by the members. The defendant-respondent had reacted diligently, according  
to the standards expected in similar circumstances.

Key Takeaway

In the absence of demonstrated compensable harm, a corporation may successfully 
defend itself against claims following a data incident by reacting diligently to the incident. 

https://www.canlii.org/fr/ca/csc-a/doc/2023/2023canlii24495/2023canlii24495.html
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Sciscente c. Audi Canada inc., 2022 QCCS 2911
Read the case details 
 
Facts
The plaintiff sought authorization to bring a Canada-wide class action on behalf of  
those individuals in Canada whose personal information held by the defendants Audi 
Canada Inc. and Volkswagen Group Canada Inc. was compromised in a March 2021  
data breach. The data breach compromised the personal information of 3.3 million 
customers throughout North America.

Decision

The Superior Court authorized the class action against Audi only, and only for Québec 
residents. None of the alleged facts could support a finding that the breach affected VW’s 
customers in Canada, as the evidence provided related solely to customers located in the 
United States. The Court held that a sufficient demonstration of possible wrongdoing had 
been made out as against Audi, based in part on the amount of time that went by before 
the breach was noticed, and the subsequent delay in notifying customers.

Key Takeaway

The Québec courts require some evidence that Québec/Canadian customers were  
affected by a data incident. The plaintiff cannot rely solely on evidence that U.S.  
customers were affected. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/qc/qccs/doc/2022/2022qccs2911/2022qccs2911.html?autocompleteStr=2022%20QCCS%202911&autocompletePos=1
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Privacy and misuse  
of personal information 

Option Consommateurs c. Flo Health Inc.,  
2022 QCCS 4442
Read the case details 
 
Facts
In 2016, the defendant launched an app called “Flo” that allows women to track their 
menstrual cycle and ovulation periods. An investigative report revealed that unencrypted 
and personally identifiable and intimate information was transmitted by the defendant 
to Facebook. Following the publication of this report, the defendant changed its privacy 
policy, indicating that it would not share any personal data with third parties. The 
plaintiff sought authorization to bring a class action against the defendant on behalf of 
individuals in Québec who used the Flo application between June 1, 2016 and February 
23, 2019. The plaintiff alleged that the defendant breached its contractual and statutory 
obligations with respect to the preservation of class members’ personal information. 
The plaintiff was seeking compensatory damages (for material injury, relating to the 
infringement of the right to one’s image) and punitive damages (under the Québec 
Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms and Consumer Protection Act).

https://www.canlii.org/fr/qc/qccs/doc/2022/2022qccs4442/2022qccs4442.html?resultIndex=1
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Key Takeaway

The courts may, in some circumstances, authorize a class action even where there  
is some uncertainty as to whether the information disclosed is personally identifiable.

Decision

The Superior Court authorized the class action. The defendant had admitted to 
transferring certain information it collected, including a “unique device identifier.”  
The Court therefore found that it was not hypothetical or speculative to say that  
personal and highly sensitive information had been transferred to third parties who  
had used or may use it for purposes other than the technical operation of the Flo 
application. The extent to which the combined effect of the disclosure of information 
along with the unique device identifier allows for the personal identification of the  
user was held to be an issue to be examined on the merits of the class action. 

Canada (Privacy Commissioner) v. Facebook, Inc.,  
2023 FC 533
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC) investigated a complaint that a third-party 
application obtained Facebook users’ personal data through the Facebook platform 
and disclosed it to another third party, Cambridge Analytica. The OPC issued a report 
concluding that Facebook had breached the Personal Information Protection and 
Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) by sharing Facebook users’ personal information with 
third-party apps without the users’ consent and by failing to safeguard users’ information. 
The OPC then brought an application in the Federal Court under paragraph 15(a) of 
PIPEDA alleging that Facebook breached the Act and seeking a remedy against Facebook.

Decision

The Court dismissed the application, finding that the OPC did not discharge its burden 
to establish that Facebook had breached PIPEDA by failing to obtain meaningful 
consent. The OPC did not adduce any expert evidence of what Facebook could feasibly 
have done differently, nor was there any subjective evidence from Facebook users about 
their expectations of privacy or their appreciation of the privacy issues at stake when 
using Facebook. The Court stated that, although such evidence may not be strictly 
necessary, “it would have certainly enabled the Court to better assess the reasonableness 
of meaningful consent in an area where the standard for reasonableness and user 
expectations may be especially context dependent and are ever-evolving.” As a result,  
the Court was left to draw inferences that were not supported by the evidentiary record. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/fct/doc/2023/2023fc533/2023fc533.html
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The Court also found that once information was disclosed to a third-party app, Facebook’s  
safeguarding obligations under PIPEDA were at an end. Further, the Court stated that, 
even if the safeguarding obligations had applied to Facebook after information was 
disclosed to third-party applications, there was insufficient evidence to determine whether  
Facebook’s contractual agreements and enforcement policies constitute adequate safeguards.

Key Takeaway

On a de novo hearing under section 15(a) of PIPEDA, a breach of the legislation 
cannot be found in an “evidentiary vacuum.” The OPC bears the burden and  
is required to lead cogent evidence to establish a breach. Moreover, this decision 
supports the principle that, once an organization is authorized by a user to disclose 
information to a third-party app, the organization’s safeguarding duties under 
PIPEDA are at an end. 

Facebook, Inc. v. Canada (Privacy 
Commissioner), 2023 FC 534
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The underlying facts are essentially the same as the facts in the previous summary:  
the OPC investigated a complaint that a third-party application obtained Facebook  
users’ personal data through the Facebook platform and disclosed it to Cambridge 
Analytica. The OPC issued a report concluding that Facebook had breached PIPEDA  
by sharing Facebook users’ personal information with third-party apps without the users’  
consent and by failing to safeguard users’ information. However, this decision relates  
to an application filed by Facebook in the Federal Court, seeking judicial review of “the 
[OPC’s] decisions to investigate and continue investigating, the investigation process,  
and the resulting Report of Findings.”

Decision

The Court dismissed this application on the threshold ground that the application for 
judicial review was not brought in time, nor was an extension warranted. Nonetheless,  
the Court went on to address the substantive claims in the event that the decision  
on the threshold ground was wrong. The Court did not accept Facebook’s submissions  
that the complainants lacked standing, that the OPC’s investigation lacked a necessary  
real and substantial connection to Canada or that the investigation resulted in a breach  
of procedural fairness.

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/fct/doc/2023/2023fc534/2023fc534.html
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Privacy and biometrics/AI 

Enquête concernant le Centre de services 
scolaire du Val-des-Cerfs (anciennement 
Commission scolaire du Val-des-Cerfs),  
2022-11-09, 1020040-S
Read the case details 
 
Facts

This decision emanates from the oversight division of the Commission d’accès à 
l’information (CAI). The CAI launched an investigation of the Val-des-Cerfs school  
board which had developed an algorithm, in partnership with a consulting firm, to target 
Grade 6 students who were at significant risk of dropping out. The school board had 
developed a machine learning methodology which would analyze more than 300 types  
of raw data taken from a database of the students’ personal information and generate  
a set of predictive indicators of dropout risk (the Tool). The CAI’s decision following the 
investigation ruled as to whether the organization had met its obligations under the 
Act respecting Access to documents held by public bodies and the Protection of personal 
information (the Access Act) in the collection and use of personal information in the 
development phase of the project.

https://decisions.cai.gouv.qc.ca/cai/ss/fr/item/520925/index.do
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Decision

First, the CAI determined that while the personal information was depersonalized  
to prevent the direct identification of the students and their parents, it was not 
anonymized as it was not irreversibly depersonalized, and therefore still allowed  
for identification of the students.

Second, the CAI found that, in the development of the Tool, the school board had used  
the personal information for a new purpose, contrary to section 65.1 of the Access Act.  
When the information was first collected, the students and their parents had not been 
informed and therefore had not consented to the use of the information to generate 
predictive indicators of dropout risk. However, the CAI determined that the purpose for 
which the information was used was compatible with the objectives of the school board  
to ensure academic success.

Third, the CAI concluded that the Tool constituted artificial intelligence, as it was  
“a system whose purpose was to augment human work, capable of predictive analysis  
by a technological system involving algorithms.” Importantly, as a result of the analysis  
it performed, the Tool produced new personal information, namely, predictive indicators 
of the risk of dropping out, which the CAI determined amounts to a collection  
of personal information within the meaning of the Access Act.

In light of the determination that the school board had collected personal information  
in its development of the Tool, the CAI found that it had not abided by its obligations  
to inform the parents of the students about the ways in which the data was used.  
The CAI called on the school board to adopt security measures to ensure the protection  
of personal information collected, including procedures for its destruction, and  
to destroy the Tool’s existing output. It also called on the school board to proceed  
with a privacy impact assessment prior to the deployment of the Tool.

Key Takeaway

This decision of the oversight division of the CAI is the first in Québec to provide 
guidance on the CAI’s interpretation of several issues surrounding artificial 
intelligence. Specifically, the CAI definition of artificial intelligence and its 
determination that the production of predictive indicators constitutes a “collection” 
of personal information, are novel. This determination in particular could subject 
organizations that use artificial intelligence to generate insights to the privacy law 
provisions applicable to the collection (and not the use) of personal information, 
including notably obtaining consent of the concerned individuals. In certain 
circumstances, this decision may need to be taken into consideration in the 
interpretation of new section 65.2 of the Access Act, and its private sector equivalent, 
section 12.1 of the Act respecting the protection of personal information in the private 
sector, which will enter into force in September 2023 and set forth new transparency 
rules for automated decision-making. 
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Situmorang v. Google LLC, 2022 BCSC 2052
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The plaintiff sought certification of a class action against Google LLC for Google’s use 
of face grouping technology. The plaintiff alleged that Google did not obtain informed 
consent from the class members for use of the face grouping technology and used 
the facial biometric data of the class members for its own competitive advantage. The 
plaintiff advanced claims under both the B.C. Privacy Act (the Statutory Claim) and  
the common law tort of intrusion on seclusion (the Common Law Claim). 

Decision

The Supreme Court of British Columbia refused to certify the action, finding that  
it was plain and obvious that both the Statutory Claim and Common Law Claim could  
not succeed.

The Court found that it was plain and obvious the Statutory Claim could not succeed 
because it could not be established that Google’s conduct was a wilful violation of  
privacy or that Google lacked claim of right to engage in the face grouping conduct. 

In assessing the Common Law Claim, the Court was required to consider whether  
Google had invaded the plaintiff’s “private affairs or concerns.” The Court held that it  
was an open question as to whether a retained collection of facial biometric data may  
be information capable of implicating one’s “private affairs and concerns.” Despite this,  
the Court held that it was plain and obvious the Common Law Claim would fail  
because the plaintiff could not establish that an intrusion arising from Google’s use  
of face grouping would be considered highly offensive by a reasonable person.

Key Takeaway

The question of whether a retained collection of facial biometric data may be 
information capable of implicating one’s “private affairs and concerns” remains  
open. There is therefore a risk that organizations that collect and retain facial 
biometric data may be vulnerable to claims of common law intrusion on seclusion. 

https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?productid=CRSW&lr=0&culture=en-CA&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fnextcanada.westlaw.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn&tracetoken=0824231022410EK745cK-dcIXBp6NiATsocw80DDLBuDOoILXdPp_0gRhT_rgva8_0kkUO-JQUuwnsNlji43-JocrKOvnzvO7dmCaYtwwLOR1fIHAF1m9CHGxvhd4QfKhOCfDubur0NsPiA-g4qSri1ab2PHaXiAHBoCJPxIbxs7JU2brgRqcPl6gwyB1yinoOJkgq44C1P4HUFjFv9dpYxzUjaXeKkbr4UkZkOYoUMjzX495A-oE-h379DJ7D0pDiBibGmGyNCUXgH92f9dPycqwBfaunL-GFejyI9QKrT_vPEbRzLENkG_1oyw2PbNitvliAbH0qtnZvsYGoutoxMoG6izhYERrZyt-it683a7vPDi8-qMmVmOuFvYvGZNHyBxKPhyep7Ef&bhcp=1
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Access to information 

Dutremble c. Hydro-Québec, 2023 QCCAI 3
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The applicant applied to Hydro-Québec for access to documents concerning the Chute-
Bell dam. The agency argued that the information was still in dispute and its disclosure 
would have the effect of reducing the effectiveness of a program intended for the 
protection of property or persons – in this case, the 2019-2023 Safety Program, which  
is intended to protect its dams – as well as undermining the security of the state.

Decision

The request to overturn HQ’s refusal to release the documents was dismissed. HQ relied 
upon section 29 of the Act respecting Access to documents held by public bodies and the 
Protection of personal information. Its evidence demonstrated the sensitive nature of the 
information at issue and showed that the disclosure of this information would have the 
effect of reducing the effectiveness of its security program. Further, the information is 
sufficiently specific that a person could exploit it. Disclosing it could allow malicious 

https://www.canlii.org/fr/qc/qccai/doc/2023/2023qccai3/2023qccai3.html?autocompleteStr=2023%20qccai%203&autocompletePos=1
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Key Takeaway

The safety exception relied upon to deny access is rarely used, but may become more 
prevalent with growing concerns about the safety of critical infrastructure. In certain cases, 
the exception may apply to an access request relating to information for which there is a 
safety concern, although the extent is likely to depend on heavily factual determinations. 

Ville de Laval c. Savard, 2022 QCCQ 8465
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The CAI ordered the appellant City of Laval to provide the respondent Mr. Savard with 
excerpts of a legal opinion within the meaning of section 31 of an Act respecting Access 
to documents held by public bodies and the Protection of personal information. The legal 
opinion was written by a lawyer in the context of the admissibility of a complaint for 
psychological harassment filed by Mr. Savard against the City. 

Decision

The City argued that once a document qualifies as a legal opinion within the meaning  
of section 31 of the Act, the legal opinion as a whole becomes indivisible as protected  
by solicitor-client privilege, and no excerpts can be communicated. The Court of Québec 
partially granted the appeal from the decision of the CAI. The Court first determined  
that excerpts of a document covered by solicitor-client privilege may be disclosed  
to a party making a request for access. The fact that a document is covered by solicitor-
client privilege does not make it indivisible. That said, in this case, the excerpts of the 
legal opinion to which the CAI had granted access were mostly covered by solicitor-client 
privilege and the CAI erred in law by ordering the City of Laval to disclose them, except 
for one excerpt relating to a description of the parties.

Key Takeaway

While the CAI and Court of Québec are sensitive to privilege claims, there is no  
hard-and-fast rule that a document covered by solicitor-client privilege is indivisible. 
In certain cases, excerpts may be disclosed to a third party. The party objecting  
to disclosure will need to establish that the relevant information is so integral  
to privileged legal advice that it cannot be extracted without waiving privilege.

persons to commit acts that could put the infrastructure at risk and have foreseeable 
consequences, including dam failure, that would have a direct effect on the safety of 
people as well as on road infrastructure, including the bridges on Highways 148 and 50.

https://www.canlii.org/fr/qc/qccq/doc/2022/2022qccq8465/2022qccq8465.html?autocompleteStr=2022%20QCCQ%208465&autocompletePos=1
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Saskatchewan (Ministry of Labour Relations and  
Workplace Safety), Re, 2023 Carswell Sask 99
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The Ministry of Labour Relations and Workplace Safety (LRWS) received an access  
to information request under The Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 
SS 1990-91, (FOIP) from the applicant, who was the employer of an injured worker. The 
request was regarding documents related to a workplace injury. LRWS released some 
documents, but not all. LRWS withheld documents under subsections 22(b), 22(c), 
29(1), 15(1)(c), 15(1)(e), 19(1)(b) and 13(1)(a) of FOIP and subsection 27(1) of The Health 
Information Protection Act, SS 1999 (HIPA). The Saskatchewan Information and Privacy 
Commissioner  received a request for review from the applicant. After that request,  
LRWS issued a second revised decision altering its claim that subsections 13(1)(a) and 
22(b) of FOIP applied.

Decision

The Commissioner considered each section individually. Regarding subsection 27(1)  
of HIPA, the Commissioner ruled that there was no consent to release these documents 
by the injured worker and therefore LRWS applied this section properly for the majority 
of documents. The Commissioner did rule that one document must be released, as it 
was information provided by the applicant and it would be an “absurd result” if the 
LRWS did not provide these documents. Regarding subsection 15(1)(c) of FOIP, the 
Commissioner again applied the “absurd rule,” as the applicant was involved in the 
creation of the documents that were being withheld (for example, they were contracts the 
applicant had signed or emails they were copied on). Regarding subsection 29(1) of FOIP, 
the Commissioner ruled some documents were incorrectly withheld, as publicly available 
information and individuals’ signatures applied in a work context are not personal 
information. The names of witnesses to the injury were also not considered personal 
information. The Commissioner found some documents, including addresses that would 
not have been known by the applicant, were protected under subsection 29(1) of FOIP.

Key Takeaway

Under the “absurd rule,” if the result of the ruling of the Commission leads to an 
absurd result, such as the prevention of the disclosure of information to an applicant 
which the same applicant has access to, then that result should be avoided. 

https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?productid=CRSW&lr=0&culture=en-CA&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fnextcanada.westlaw.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn&tracetoken=0824231023280OluxfhWQ2O9qGkbofzq-qYE0Rx0rV5pi89S3UxaSRnyQ-MRuwuADX4OmjvHbLfPh_DrnFkn9cAc7GIz5To-Xb4iAz2DkRJ6E788N2jG_bdqV2VJUbDQbuCF_9xsXh28OQUzTEx9-WMaS7A4g-OR0giUCy9C-JOfdgbEMOksjTwGbfe4ciQEGI5qdPj8L51WXe4GysQuE8H_eJhLkUXuUWLKlnzrCXs3VHMTRMpXEA7PGTelNHRl4a-ZcGtVbezKzHBi1QpSn7jEgQSfbVTe6HzrbDm9EDV9AB-uMolb8TSuQ55o_5YOrWZfrrt-Ja-iWECGDYNih666BZiSAb2_s8oUmOGIKN8mPz8FrAlrq0KRX0Ygsg6A9t-_Y_toLR4NC&bhcp=1
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Brightwater Senior Living, Re, 2022 
CarswellSask 535
Read the case details 
 
Facts

On October 5, 2021, the applicant submitted an access to information request to 
Brightwater Senior Living for their deceased mother’s medical records. Brightwater 
responded to the applicant’s request on December 14, 2021. The applicant was dissatisfied 
with the time Brightwater took to respond to the request. On February 3, 2022, the  
Office of the Saskatchewan Information and Privacy Commissioner informed the 
applicant and Brightwater that it would be undertaking a review. 

Decision

The Commissioner found that Brightwater had not responded to the applicant’s request 
within the timelines legislated under s. 36(1)(a) of the Health Information Protection 
Act. Brightwater submitted that it initially did not respond to the request because the 
applicant was not listed as power of attorney or any point of contact for the resident.  
The Commissioner held that Brightwater was required to respond to the request setting  
out its reasons for refusing access within the legislated timelines. 

Key Takeaway

Where a trustee believes a person requesting access to information does not have  
the right to access the requested information, it must respond to the request setting 
out its reasons for refusing access within the legislated timelines.

Cain v. Canada (Health), 2023 FC 55
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The Federal Court considered an application under the Access to Information Act for  
the disclosure of postal codes and cities for licensees entitled to grow medical marijuana. 
Health Canada agreed to release only the first digit of the postal codes – even though 
the applicant sought access to the first three characters (the Forward Sortation Area) 
– because of the “serious possibility” that the second and third characters of the postal 
codes could be linked with other information to identify specific individuals. 

https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?productid=CRSW&lr=0&culture=en-CA&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fnextcanada.westlaw.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn&tracetoken=0824231023430iAThudUv3LBBGDQ6AOVyqZ_Ew-VYqDiZkbi4PKklMd0Ke9CE3MBn7mthKMwGAO9jDVYonHwMOH_is4hRj0DZeHxBpPTKYYxBU4a5YizOD5IsfI1bWBTuJOzGghRU7YbGlkoGJL75CiccSRlsbtoPFffqL_TxAEYjT4ZT4G0fC_r-v61iMmQa7bFawm1YZ9LXfdphHibYIWbUBOaKz9WU1jx7L-C-59KwndWqd0HUFY0c5C-4AlWJns27Mh2-aBdTZGWlc3rF1UOUnd7nHe_sUookwVWlDZBtbEa3wwR_mo_Yse-jCRCakKDnnWQh3P2p3-XYzN9wLXQeOPv0lU5dr0EW4fA0Pt1SnKm_k0GdRjbLhuvkRaN7Vsv8l8uFbE5H&bhcp=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/fct/doc/2023/2023fc55/2023fc55.html?autocompleteStr=2023%20FC%2055&autocompletePos=1
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Decision

The Federal Court dismissed the application. The Court reasoned that for some regions,  
a relatively small number of people live within a single Forward Sortation Area, and 
there was a risk that the first three characters could be combined with other information 
that is publicly available to identify a particular licensee. The Court found that privacy 
rights must prevail. The evidence demonstrated a serious possibility that disclosing the 
requested data would risk exposing very sensitive information about individuals. This 
justified Health Canada’s refusal to disclose the second and third characters of the postal 
codes. The Federal Court also found that Health Canada was not required to undertake 
further “de-identification techniques” to disclose more of the information. 

Key Takeaway

The Federal Court relied on jurisprudence from the Supreme Court of Canada, and  
the intention of Parliament, to find that privacy must prevail in a clash between 
access to information and individuals’ privacy rights. On the facts of this case,  
the Federal Court was persuaded that the risks to privacy “are simply too great.” 
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Privacy and employment 

Hébert c. Syndicat de professionnelles  
et professionnels du Gouvernement  
du Québec, 2022 QCCAI 300
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The applicant, an employee of the Ministère de l’Agriculture, des Pêcheries et de 
l’Alimentation (MAPAQ), claimed to have been the victim of psychological harassment 
from her managers and colleagues. She filed a complaint for psychological harassment 
and a grievance against her employer. The Syndicat de professionnelles et professionels 
du gouvernement du Québec (SPPGQ) represented the applicant in her grievance.  
An investigator was appointed to investigate the complaint and prepare a report.  
The applicant applied to the SPPGQ to obtain access to this report as well as to any 
other reports or documents related to her grievance. Access was denied to 10 documents. 
The applicant also sought to have her identity anonymized in this decision, given the 
sensitive nature of the information contained therein.

https://www.canlii.org/fr/qc/qccai/doc/2022/2022qccai300/2022qccai300.html?autocompleteStr=2022%20QCCAI%20300&autocompletePos=1
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Key Takeaway

Opinions expressed by one person about another regarding his or her skills, 
opinions, choices or work practices constitute personal information both to the 
person expressing them and to the person who is the subject of the opinions. Such 
information may therefore not be disclosed, except with the consent of the concerned 
third party. For organizations holding this type of information, it may be advisable to 
identify subjective assessments as such and separate them from factual compilations 
or strictly objective records of personal information. 

Decision

The CAI overturned the MAPAQ’s decision in part. Section 13 of the Act respecting  
the protection of personal information in the private sector states that personal 
information may be disclosed to third parties only to the extent that the individual 
consents to its disclosure. Some documents filed as part of the analysis of the applicant’s 
grievance contained communications between various MAPAQ employees. The name 
of the plaintiff did not appear in any of these communications and the plaintiff was not 
copied on the mailings. The documents contained facts, opinions or perceptions of third 
parties with respect to certain events or matters in the course of their work, which the 
CAI found constitute personal information about third parties. In the absence of the 
concerned third parties’ consent, the personal information could not be disclosed.

Advanced Upstream Ltd., Re, 2023  
CarswellAlta 630
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The complainant was a former employee of Advanced Upstream Ltd. Their employment 
agreement included a non-solicitation clause that survived for 12 months after the 
employment ended. Advanced Upstream heard that the complainant had been providing 
services to a competitor and sent a letter through lawyers to the competitor. The letter 
informed the competitor of the possibility that the complainant may be in breach of 
their restrictive covenants. After receiving the letter, the competitor informed Advanced 
Upstream that it had engaged in discussions with the complainant, but had decided 
not to hire the complainant. The complainant found out that the letter had been sent, 
and filed a complaint alleging that Advanced Upstream had disclosed his personal 
information. Advanced Upstream later reported an unauthorized breach of PIPA, but 
continued to dispute that the disclosure violated their privacy rights.

https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?productid=CRSW&lr=0&culture=en-CA&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fnextcanada.westlaw.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn&tracetoken=0824231024190Tap0DuwLNXkOHN0GeUgPJdo92pxgjr25AAdLn7dezhaJv1Ar6zxTmmpviopCR26BMEoA9wTchVR4jcteJe1qZ0Z41HkH34uquBInoxMm9RfmE6feiY-Kn3fhYEHgdmn57D5m4TW73iBDY5ohIckq1tOjb3MF4m46fuQb4BqMx5L5Dv62zMyq5iUKaXucwvHElwQZOA9q4EKRunyy5g0-oSqQ2WyfgoWbmL3_w-T9G9BwchASZ9IciV_hWNbnbutjXRnERWZ6_TM4b3S1R7Pb4noULrnDnVsex5PeE5-Em6_cmWFJUyx392b2xjJ32hfRRWFwOX0fZS-pKNsEx24qEdcX86Yz-ye6qrtVEEopmCyumEUxSGujoAhNh36evRWz&bhcp=1
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Decision

The Commission first found that the letter did contain personal information in the  
form of the complainant’s name, the fact that he was employed by Advanced Upstream  
in a particular position, his address, his signature and a disclosure letter which listed 
his non-profit and charitable activities, other business activities, ownership interests in 
other entities and his marital status along with his partner’s first name. The Commission 
then found that the complainant had consented to the disclosure of his personal 
information through an article in his employment agreement which granted consent 
for the disclosure of employee’s personal information for the ongoing operations of the 
corporation. The Commission lastly considered whether the disclosure was reasonable as 
required by Section 19 of PIPA and found that the purpose of disclosure was reasonable 
in the corporation seeking to avoid a breach of an employment agreement, but the scope  
of disclosure was not, specifically with respect to disclosing the complainant’s address, 
marital status, name of his spouse, signature and conflicts of interest.

Key Takeaway

Organizations handling personal information can reach out to competitors to protect 
their non-solicit and non-compete interests, but in doing so, they should ensure 
that personal information included in materials that aren’t necessary to protect these 
interests are redacted or otherwise not disclosed. 

Direct Energy Regulated Services,  
Re, 2023 CarswellAlta 629
Read the case details 
 
Facts

Under a Premise Vacancy Agreement (PVA), the owner of a property (the complainant) 
was required to provide contact information to an energy services company  
(the organization). Sixteen years after the property was sold, the organization contacted 
the complainant. The complainant complained that the organization did not comply  
with section 35 of PIPA (retention and destruction of information).

Decision

The organization complied with PIPA because the information was exempt pursuant  
to section 4(3)(d) of the Act. Given that section 4(3)(d) exempts the collection, use  
and disclosure of personal information, it must, at least to some extent, exempt the 
retention of that information. In the broader sense of obtaining energy services from  

https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?productid=CRSW&lr=0&culture=en-CA&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fnextcanada.westlaw.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn&tracetoken=0824231024340D3GL3DaKiEZw5zFDSEM4Ss0QaFC9hkdTU47dtcRzePhOtR9r189bP0T0rEYt0aP7G2NEdsADgN5NPRW4ZAmvKs2OjoUDfd-23LPURfYrhdFIJu-yFUqdlu0DsIanoI9cBbuAr6HloDk0DR--bhmGbfC2wiedXZQdPF1SSTAou6YrfRW2aZJtQOmLV9hE2R92FkJliYTZQYWGe1o_7BqSxlKrNsvfZiTiDKUnPwDDf2TNOBqQapm3pXCM9-H-LWLu_50cWAtpQaX_BzTr7yYf8BYpVT99R-vk6taxMORAVMcJIcrSO8duvhu-xnq2MGqAyw7koOQ4TImd4ve8IzzVjJa5zrpCTOWYxJZMUnbvEkM&bhcp=1
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Key Takeaway

Section 4(3)(d) of PIPA exempts the retention of business contact information, so long  
as that information is retained for the purposes stated in that section: to enable  
an individual to be contacted in relation to the individual’s business responsibilities,  
and for no other purpose.

Saskatchewan Health Authority,  
Re, 2023 CarswellSask 44
Read the case details 
 
Facts

An employee filed a grievance after their employer, the Saskatchewan Health Authority, 
posted a notice on a whiteboard stating that the employee was on medical leave.  
The employee argued that this disclosure of their personal health information violated 
their privacy rights.

Decision

The Office of the Saskatchewan Information and Privacy Commissioner agreed with the 
employee and found that the employer had breached its duty to protect the employee’s 
personal health information. It found that privacy breaches occurred when the manager 
shared the employee’s personal health information with office administrative staff, when 
the office administrative staff recorded the employee’s personal health information 
on the attendance white board and when staff viewed the employee’s personal health 
information on the white board. 

Key Takeaway

This case emphasizes the importance of maintaining confidentiality in medical 
information, as well as the need for employers to have clear policies and procedures  
in place to ensure the protection of such information. It also highlights the 
significance of privacy rights and the importance of employers taking adequate steps 
to safeguard personal health information in the workplace. 

the organization, the complainant’s business responsibilities relative to the organization 
ended when the property was sold, however the requirement that the complainant 
contact the organization in order to terminate the PVA endured.

https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?productid=CRSW&lr=0&culture=en-CA&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fnextcanada.westlaw.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn&tracetoken=08242310244408xkrX8mjcaCrxpGu-v4pIAZ6N2-uAr8pbgc12w8m4YvT-0a2VZPn95HWAquL6SLbrKU4WgS_HJeJNy9wyVdO_j1e6Nrl3UbwlaxT4rEbzzD2qvNJVXgW9Mom4rGBzXp6hq1yp_6jSlEzc-9SljoKVx_0EdkQD_a1-2dU2G8nRn_90E2JH7Nggw40Eo0-_oNTeNOoem9ACHJDDm_A4pgZvnrghpCokJohTB-JQuZ5jtCDORmv5hfDqUvYfm9vwDRE0X-oGpUyoRb2IpniyHUvZCCT1GVFrO5v5EA7hzgSqaS7Ut7iO9qrHKYR3q2LteW7ubuwqB0L6X2riOjIA2qW1zAAvt1vMYn-8cfDKNCkwxrAVS1ZDkDidufIvPrlcRv7&bhcp=1
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Livingston v Saskatchewan Human Rights 
Commission, 2022 SKCA 127
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The appellant appealed a chambers decision striking his action on the grounds of lack  
of jurisdiction and abuse of process. The original statement of claim concerned breach  
of privacy in an employment human rights issue. The appellant and his union submitted 
that the workplace, the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission, breached his privacy 
and their duty of procedural fairness when they inquired about and disclosed his 
employment issue with his co-workers. 

Decision

The Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal and held that the chambers judge did not err  
in finding that the essential issue related to employment and was thus the jurisdiction  
of an arbitrator as stipulated in the workplace collective agreement. Specifically, the 
essential nature of the appellant’s claim for breach of privacy arose from employment.  
The Court stated that such human rights issues are contemplated and incorporated  
in collective bargaining agreements. The Court also cited the Supreme Court of Canada’s 
judgments in Weber v. Ontario Hydro and Northern Regional Health Authority v. Horrocks  
which held that courts of inherent jurisdiction cannot entertain issues that relate to  
a collective agreement, subject to residual discretionary jurisdiction. 

Key Takeaway

Privacy issues that arise from employment concerns are subject to limitations  
in jurisdiction dictated by collective bargaining agreements. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/sk/skca/doc/2022/2022skca127/2022skca127.html?autocompleteStr=2022%20SKCA%20127&autocompletePos=1
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Privacy in the dispute  
resolution process 

Rousseau c. Conseil de l’industrie forestière  
du Québec, 2022 QCCAI 332
Read the case details 
 
Facts

A company terminated the plaintiff’s employment which led him to file a complaint with 
the Commission des normes, de l’équité, de la santé et de la sécurité au travail (CNESST). 
The plaintiff then asked the company to provide him with a copy of his employee file, 
including his employment contract and letter of employment, as well as all policies 
regarding email usage and vacation time. However, some of the documents which were 
relevant to his termination were not sent to him. Thus, the plaintiff filed an application 
to the CAI. Two days later, the plaintiff signed a termination agreement, which did 
not explicitly mention proceedings before the CNESST. The company claimed that the 
complaint ought to be rejected.

https://soquij.qc.ca/portail/recherchejuridique/ErreurRechercheJuridique
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Key Takeaway

The CAI has broadly interpreted the right to refuse the communication of personal 
information to the person it concerns where disclosure of the information would 
be likely to affect judicial proceedings in which either party has an interest. Also 
noteworthy, the CAI held that general release language in a settlement agreement  
will not effect a release of a complaint filed with the CAI. 

Decision

The CAI upheld the refusal of the company to provide documents. A company may 
refuse, under section 39(2) of the Act respecting the protection for personal information  
in the private sector (the Act) to disclose personal information when it may have an 
impact on legal proceedings. Further, this determination should be made in accordance 
with the proceedings as they stand as of the date of the termination. Even if the 
proceedings later conclude, the decision will stand if the exception applied at the relevant 
time. Here, there was a direct link between the documents sought by the plaintiff and 
the legal proceedings; at the time the company sent its response to the plaintiff’s access 
request, the complaints to the CNESST were pending. 

Centre universitaire de santé McGill c. Lemay, 
2022 QCCA 1394
Read the case details 
 
Facts

In September 2012, Québec’s anti-corruption agency, the Unité permanente 
anticorruption (UPAC) executed a search warrant at the appellant McGill University 
Health Centre’s offices following allegations of collusion and corruption in the awarding 
of contracts for construction work. The appellant then retained counsel for advice 
as to the remedies and actions to be taken in light of these allegations. The lawyer 
retained a forensic accounting firm, which produced a preliminary report. That report 
was then disclosed voluntarily to UPAC. The primary issue in the appeal was whether 
the voluntary disclosure of the privileged report to UPAC, in the context of a criminal 
investigation, resulted in the loss of privilege and confidentiality of the document with 
respect to other third parties.

Decision

The Court of Appeal held that the CAI and the Court of Québec were correct in 
determining that privilege and confidentiality with respect to third parties were not 
lost where the information was disclosed to police forces. The CAI and the Court of 

https://www.canlii.org/fr/qc/qcca/doc/2022/2022qcca1394/2022qcca1394.html?autocompleteStr=2022%20QCCA%201394&autocompletePos=1
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Québec had correctly relied on prior jurisprudence establishing that the act of disclosing 
privileged information to the police is a moral obligation, which does not demonstrate  
a clear and unequivocal intent to waive solicitor-client privilege. 

Key Takeaway

The disclosure to law enforcement authorities of privileged information for the 
purpose of assisting in a criminal investigation does not automatically result in the 
loss of privilege or confidentiality of the document with respect to other third parties. 

Nintendo du Canada ltée c. Tilmant-Rousseau, 
2022 QCCQ 5610
Read the case details 
 
Facts

This judgment is an appeal from a decision of the CAI which had overturned a decision  
of the Office québécois de la langue française (OQLF). In September 2007, the appellant, 
the Entertainment Software Association of Canada (ESAC), entered into a memorandum  
of understanding (MOU) with the OQLF, on the conditions related to the distribution  
of video games in Québec and dealing with various aspects of their marketing. In 2017, 
the OQLF refused to provide the respondent Laurence Tilmant-Rousseau with a copy  
of the MOU, citing the confidential nature of the document. This decision was challenged 
before the CAI. The ESAC and Nintendo Canada Ltd. intervened in opposition to the 
application for review, on the basis that the MOU was protected by settlement privilege.  
In August 2019, the CAI ordered the OQLF to disclose the MOU to the respondent.

Decision

The Court of Québec concluded that the CAI erred in refusing to apply settlement 
privilege in the context of an access to information request. The CAI had based its 
decision on the quasi-constitutional nature of the Act respecting Access to documents 
held by public bodies and the Protection of personal information which protects citizens’ 
right to information. The Court of Québec found that when settlement privilege applies, 
it carries with it a prima facie presumption of inaccessibility of third parties to the 
communications made for the purpose of settling the dispute, including the settlement 
agreement. It applies to any dispute that may be brought before the courts, administrative 
tribunals, arbitrators and mediators, even in the absence of statutory or contractual 
confidentiality provisions. It is not merely a rule of evidence, but rather is a substantive 
rule. In this case, the court found that the MOU was protected by settlement privilege.

https://www.canlii.org/fr/qc/qccq/doc/2022/2022qccq5610/2022qccq5610.html?resultIndex=1
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Key Takeaway

In line with recent jurisprudence, the Court of Québec reiterated that settlement 
privilege is a generic principle that takes precedence over the general rule of access 
to records of public bodies. This is a relatively broad interpretation of settlement 
privilege, which goes beyond the rights of the parties to the settlement and does not 
set a time limit for its application. 

Acuren Group Inc., Re, 2023 CarswellAlta 217
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The applicant was an employee of the respondent, Acuren Group Inc. The applicant alleged 
that his employment was terminated without cause and that a complaint made about him 
by another employee played a role in his termination. Pursuant to the Personal Information 
Protection Act (PIPA), the applicant made a request to the respondent seeking the disclosure 
of information pertaining to complaints made against him, his personnel file and all 
communications and records surrounding the release of his employment. The respondent 
noted that much of the information requested was not the applicant’s personal information, 
and as a result, the respondent withheld some of the information pursuant to sections 24(3)
(b) and 24(3)(c) of the PIPA. The remaining records were also withheld under section 24(2)
(a) of the PIPA as subject to litigation privilege or solicitor-client privilege.

Decision

The court held that the respondent properly withheld information under sections  
24(3)(b) and 24(3)(c) of the PIPA because the disclosure of such information would result  
in revealing opinions that were made to the respondent in confidence, as well as personal 
information about another individual. In addressing the information withheld subject 
to litigation privilege, the court held that there was no litigation privilege because the 

https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?productid=CRSW&lr=0&culture=en-CA&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fnextcanada.westlaw.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn%3fredirectTo%3d%252fDocument%252fIf3acc9a833a75779e0540010e03eefe0%252fView%252fFullText.html%253ftransitionType%253dDefault%2526contextData%253d(sc.Default)%2526VR%253d3.0%2526RS%253dcblt1.0%2526firstPage%253dtrue&tracetoken=0825231504480NCj-J838lTQTa5qhh8th2XmhHzCQOL9Bz7LdSrussPwyYzC3l0pumscQRcKGqfYoTBB03_nskjXCQf2PQ9WuccBHesznxusvZjuHPyTtHCXUTdK8yodgkHxgZ6BoIpHZIjt10cqGWf-brUg61WStA54rjHBGpaqw6SjfgAwEi435dPYtTrcF0su0MdzIrMwh1w4HZdb6O5ncXOknI9u8N0osW2xyviJ-q55Z_-EKON5jLFt497C71bCJ95AJkIDLTdU9vkrUfnPEbASX0pwRafyJXXp-gJ3ZsN3u-kJowFMMWuy0LG2hxCYX585ImmeNzAJqq5RnzmfE_r-qWZndZntJzbxTKBB2sQPAKf3lpCf3vXqNMqvFuOU8-zYF1H9S&bhcp=1
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Key Takeaway

An organization can deny access to an employee’s personal information if such 
access would reveal the personal information of another individual or opinions that 
were made in confidence. Similarly, for solicitor-client privilege to be effective, the 
information must be a communication between the solicitor and client, must contain 
legal advice and must remain confidential.

applicant executed a general release in favour of the respondent and as such, there was 
no reasonable apprehension of litigation. Further, the court held that although some of 
the information contained legal advice, there was no solicitor-client privilege because the 
information was not confidential as it was shared outside of the solicitor-client relationship.
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Individuals’ privacy interests 

Charest c. Procureur général du Québec,  
2023 QCCS 1050
Read the case details 
 
Facts

In April 2017, a newspaper company published documents relating to the plaintiff,  
Jean Charest, former Premier of Québec, obtained or created by Québec’s anti-corruption 
agency, the Unité permanente anticorruption (UPAC). The documents were leaked to 
the press in the context of an investigation into sectoral financing by the Québec Liberal 
Party when it was the ruling party. This was – and still is – a high-profile case.

Decision

The Superior Court of Québec ruled in favour of the plaintiff, awarding $35,000 in 
compensatory damages and $350,000 in punitive damages. The Court found that UPAC 
had failed to protect Mr. Charest’s personal information, contrary to the provisions of the 
Act respecting Access to documents held by public bodies and the Protection of personal 
information. Under the Act, disclosure of personal information to the media without the 
knowledge of the individual concerned is not permitted. The Attorney General argued 
that the plaintiff could not have had a significant expectation of privacy as a politician.  
The Court rejected this argument.

https://www.canlii.org/fr/qc/qccs/doc/2023/2023qccs1050/2023qccs1050.html?autocompleteStr=2023%20QCCS%201050%20&autocompletePos=1
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Key Takeaway

Although this case centres on a public body that leaked personal information  
to the press, the Court’s ruling shows that the protection of personal information  
is taken very seriously, even in the case of public figures who are also entitled  
to the protection of their personal information and retain an expectation  
of privacy despite their public appearances.

Bellevue West Building Management Ltd.,  
Re, 2022 BCIPC 74
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The complainant owns an apartment in a building where all the owners incorporated 
Bellevue West Building Management Ltd. to coordinate the use and enjoyment of the 
building. Bellevue is run by a management committee that installed a video surveillance 
system to combat break-in attempts and minor property damage. The complainant 
complained to the Information and Privacy Commissioner for British Columbia that 
Bellevue had collected and used her personal information consisting of the images 
captured by the surveillance. 

Decision

The Commission first considered whether the complainant had consented to the collection 
of her personal information and found that, while the signs that had been put up did 
constitute sufficient notice, the complainant’s use of the public spaces under surveillance 
did not constitute her consent as Bellevue argued – inherent in consent is an element of 
choice, and the complainant had to use the laundry room and lobby to access her suite. 
Bellevue relied on sections 12(1)(c), 12(1)(h) and 12(1)(j)(i) to justify why it didn’t require 
the complainant’s consent, but the Commission found that none of these sections applied. 
Because Bellevue was not authorized to collect the personal information to begin with, 
the Commission also found that it was not authorized to use it  under ss. 6(1) and 6(2).

Key Takeaway

For consent to be given for the use or collection of personal information,  
one must have a legitimate opportunity to decline. 

https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?productid=CRSW&lr=0&culture=en-CA&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fnextcanada.westlaw.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn&tracetoken=0824231026150C8YJWdmgvXBuJhi1ZXaRWt0MdnTmFSZZXrGkYbUiFMfq1ft51Rla8WCELJBOzQUF8DOln8XSmcK6frzC7wSal9s0DerKCL5Bnl8rNUqOEILkjzmJGhCc858HPAEeD18wFLFW6msfLq1PJdsUvhaIwZfZJpM-H39Wuvty11yv6F3deMj5zg3YleFlfr0EOHnaXf3JTPieZjVMNlD3LoHGKHmVhAGI_K9IgWZOmRZdPQwmLCeI0csij_Oky2_vC2JCFytFqIFbrcPA9wHSQEF9I5r2-zSHJ5bmszhK2N-vQdNyF_mqySJilVz6h70ruK4te8oupHQsSfTEJ1mswpTkjc09jLMJrrgBrZNWYcFMy320cb3ZXn1bvwMiNdFGCyBG&bhcp=1
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Métis Addictions Council of Saskatchewan Inc., 
Re, 2023 CarswellSask 124 
Read the case details 
 
Facts

Sensitive personal information of patients of the Métis Addictions Council of Saskatchewan  
Inc. (MACSI) was found in a recycling bin by a member of the public, who then provided 
it to the media. The files contained confidential information about clients’ addictions  
and mental health issues, and had not been properly disposed of by MACSI. A member  
of the media advised the Office of the Saskatchewan Information and Privacy 
Commissioner of the files.

Decision

An investigation by the Office of the Saskatchewan Information and Privacy 
Commissioner found that the files contained sensitive personal information, including 
details of clients’ addictions and mental health issues, and had not been properly 
disposed of. MACSI was found to be in breach of the Health Information Protection Act; 
it was determined that MACSI did not take all the steps it could have to contain the 
breach nor did it make enough effort to provide notification to the affected individuals. 
MACSI was ordered to pay a fine and take steps to prevent similar breaches in the future.

Key Takeaway

The case highlights the importance of proper handling and disposal of sensitive 
personal information, particularly in the context of healthcare and other industries 
that deal with such information. It also serves as a reminder to organizations of their 
obligations under privacy legislation and the potential consequences for failing  
to comply with these obligations.

James v. Amazon.com.ca, Inc., 2023 FC 166
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The applicant, Tamara James, claimed that she created an account with Amazon.com.
ca, Inc., but forgot her password. She sought access to customer account information, 
including account receipts and audio recordings of her dealings with Amazon customer 
service. Amazon tried to assist James in resetting the password, but James declined  
to accept that assistance.

https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?productid=CRSW&lr=0&culture=en-CA&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fnextcanada.westlaw.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn&tracetoken=0824231026290_MesxQZcaCcY0Cr9NhJWqRUEn-Cn9ZrEByK7sx5c6-wq4CvrFNSF15jFNzftKTQwmXVklg4JaGV7X5Jg-F45QvY9cSGwJ-R966UuclAn74RkzueQmjtn-Ip2StdDQSN3aHtXdT0oiW80jufw0BjnuJLfdrKcBp2uuLjNsIjaPHYZCRM4bdfyY0c_avltJjhiTM6aEPnpsHJc69gE0YmKzz81TCHFGp4trjTIZo2EHAerUFHEe-ZXuVTRvy_dBdMWSek5D5QBLkMLrela88JzJu3pG_lp6h5Yx5XFrJMbSsCAVmlwLq0WQrS4b3bD8J1X9S8pLPll8nBi7qgteWj4GZiXfLxZdof9L0ytJeOOCCbLCWWKCvW1nqKVwVPfiJ0c&bhcp=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/fct/doc/2023/2023fc166/2023fc166.html
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James filed a complaint to the Privacy Commissioner and corresponded with the  
Amazon Privacy Officer, Amazon Executive Customer Relations employees and Amazon 
counsel to try to resolve the issue. Amazon concluded that it could not authenticate 
James as the requestor because (i) James was unwilling to follow the steps provided  
to reset her password; and (ii) the information James provided did not correspond with  
the information on Amazon’s server.

The Commissioner’s Report found that “Amazon provided [James] with a fair and 
reasonable response to [her] access request when it could not verify [her] identity.” James 
then brought the dispute before the Federal Court pursuant to section 14 of PIPEDA.

Decision

The Court dismissed the application. James did not discharge her burden of establishing 
any violation of PIPEDA. Amazon was under an obligation to protect the account 
information (PIPEDA, Principle 7); in the Court’s words: “that is the very purpose of the 
PIPEDA.” Accordingly, the Court found, Amazon “was justified in refusing to give access  
to personal information without being able to authenticate the identity of the requester  
in the circumstances of this case.”

The Court dismissed several other issues raised by James, including arguments that 
Amazon violated Principle 6 (on the basis that allegedly inaccurate information  
in Amazon’s possession prevented authentication of the requestor’s identity) and  
that Amazon violated the timeliness requirement under section 8 of PIPEDA.

Key Takeaway

Organizations can validly deny access to personal information if the requestor’s 
identity cannot be appropriately authenticated. Here, Amazon offered reasonable 
assistance seeking to authenticate James’s identity. As the Court found: “Assistance 
was available. The Applicant chose to not use it.” 
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Barrett v Royal Bank of Canada, 2022 FC 1534
Read the case details 
 
Facts

Maureen Barrett resigned from her job at RBC Life Insurance Company  and assumed  
a new role as a financial adviser with Sun Life Financial. At the time of her resignation 
from RBC Life, the company was investigating Barrett for alleged fraudulent conduct 
involving her personal bank account. Sun Life also undertook its own independent 
investigation into Barrett’s conduct as an employee of Sun Life. After Sun Life terminated 
Barrett’s employment, Barrett alleged it was because RBC had disclosed her personal 
banking information to Sun Life without her consent, in contravention of  PIPEDA. Barrett 
brought an application pursuant to s. 14 of PIPEDA. She sought a declaration that RBC’s 
disclosure of her personal information to Sun Life contravened PIPEDA, damages and costs.

Decision

The Court dismissed Barrett’s application, finding that the disclosure of personal 
information was made in accordance with subsection 7(3)(d.1) of PIPEDA, which permits 
disclosure of personal information without knowledge or consent of the individual  
in order to further an investigation. The Court found that RBC reasonably disclosed 
Barrett’s personal banking information in furtherance of Sun Life’s investigation  
of Barrett’s conduct. The Court stated that the information was relevant to Sun Life’s 
investigation and it was reasonable for RBC not to inform Ms. Barrett or seek her  
consent prior to the disclosure, because this could have compromised the investigation.

The Court explained that it would not have found that the disclosure was authorized  
by RBC’s own investigation, alone, because disclosing the personal information to Sun  
Life would have done nothing to further RBC’s investigation or to prevent any fraud,  
since the alleged fraudulent activity with Barrett’s bank account had already happened. 

Finally, the Court stated that, even if Ms. Barrett could demonstrate a violation of 
PIPEDA, an award of damages would not be appropriate. Any breach by RBC would 
not have been egregious and her employment was not terminated because of the very 
limited disclosure of her personal information by RBC.

Key Takeaway

This decision clarifies the circumstances under which paragraphs 7(3)(d.1) and (d.2)  
of PIPEDA permit the disclosure of personal information without an individual’s 
knowledge or consent in order to further an investigation and suppress or prevent 
fraud. In this particular case, the disclosure was reasonable in furtherance of an 
investigation, even if it would not have been reasonable to suppress or prevent fraud. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/fct/doc/2022/2022fc1534/2022fc1534.html
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Al-Husseini v. Altaif Inc., 2022 FC 1497
Read the case details 
 
Facts

The applicant, Sadeq Al-Husseini, brought an application under section 14 of PIPEDA 
against Altaif Inc.  for disclosing financial information that allegedly exceeded the  
scope of a production order related to Al-Husseini’s divorce proceedings in the Ontario 
Superior Court of Justice (the Production Order).

Decision

The Federal Court dismissed the application, finding that Altaif had not breached  
Al-Husseini’s privacy rights because the foreign exchange transfers that Altaif disclosed 
were within the scope of the Production Order. The Court also accepted Altaif’s 
submissions that Altaif reasonably believed that the information was required to be 
disclosed under the Production Order.

Given that finding, there was no need to address the issue of damages. However,  
the Court explained that even if the Court’s interpretation of the scope of the Production 
Order was incorrect, Al-Husseini had not established that he suffered damages as a result  
of the disclosure. The Court further stated that, although PIPEDA gives the Federal Court 
discretion to grant remedies for privacy breaches, an award for privacy law damages 
should only be made in the “most egregious of circumstances.”

Key Takeaway

This decision highlights some of the challenges in asking one court to interpret the  
scope of an order issued by another court for the purposes of assessing an alleged 
violation of PIPEDA. The Federal Court was ultimately able to make findings about  
the scope and purpose of the Production Order in this case, but the reasons reflect  
the limits of this exercise.

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/fct/doc/2022/2022fc1497/2022fc1497.html
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